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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Pavlovian learning processes are central to the etiology and treatment of anxiety disorders.
Anhedonia and related perturbations in reward processes have been implicated in Pavlovian learning. Associations
between anhedonia symptoms and neural indices of Pavlovian learning can inform transdiagnostic associations
among depressive and anxiety disorders.
METHODS: Participants ages 18 to 19 years (67% female) completed a fear extinction (n = 254) and recall (n = 249)
paradigm during functional magnetic resonance imaging. Symptom dimensions of general distress (common to
anxiety and depression), fears (more specific to anxiety), and anhedonia-apprehension (more specific to depression)
were evaluated. We trained whole-brain multivoxel pattern decoders for anhedonia-apprehension during extinction
and extinction recall and tested the decoders’ ability to predict anhedonia-apprehension in an external validation
sample. Specificity analyses examined effects covarying for general distress and fears. Decoding was repeated
within canonical brain networks to highlight candidate neurocircuitry underlying whole-brain effects.
RESULTS: Whole-brain decoder training succeeded during both tasks. Prediction of anhedonia-apprehension in the
external validation sample was successful for extinction (R2 = 0.047; r = 0.276, p = .002) but not extinction recall (R2 ,
0.001, r = 20.063, p = .492). The extinction decoder remained significantly associated with anhedonia-apprehension
covarying for fears and general distress (t121 = 3.209, p = .002). Exploratory results highlighted activity in the cognitive
control, default mode, limbic, salience, and visual networks related to these effects.
CONCLUSIONS: Results suggest that patterns of brain activity during extinction, particularly in the cognitive control,
default mode, limbic, salience, and visual networks, can be predictive of anhedonia symptoms. Future research
should examine associations between anhedonia and extinction, including studies of exposure therapy or positive
affect treatments among anhedonic individuals.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpsc.2021.12.008
Anhedonia, the loss of interest or pleasure in activities, is a
symptom dimension commonly associated with major
depression but also relevant to anxiety disorders. Extant
research has focused largely on reward-related processes in
relation to anhedonia, such as reductions in sensitivity to
reward (i.e., reward consumption, or liking) (1–4), motivation to
pursue rewards (i.e., reward anticipation, or wanting), and
dopaminergic prediction error signaling associated with im-
pairments in capacity to update behavior after reinforcement
learning (5–8). This study extends beyond reward processes to
address threat-related processes in relation to anhedonia.

A common paradigm for measuring threat-related pro-
cesses is Pavlovian fear learning. Activation of the insular
cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), amygdala (9),
and other regions such as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(PFC) has been consistently highlighted in neuroimaging
studies of fear learning (10–15), although there are in-
consistencies regarding the precise role of the amygdala in
human studies (9,13). Behavioral and neural aberrations in
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Pavlovian fear acquisition and particularly fear extinction have
been observed in individuals at risk for and with anxiety
disorders, including perturbations in the insular cortex, dACC,
amygdala, and ventromedial PFC (16–18). Beyond the typical
threat neurocircuitry, fear extinction has been shown to rely
on dopaminergic reward pathways in 1) signaling the unex-
pected omission of an aversive unconditional stimulus (US)
(19,20), or relief, which may itself be considered a type of
reward (21), and 2) supporting the long-term consolidation of
extinction memories (22). Because anhedonia has been
associated with reductions in dopaminergic prediction error
signaling, classically evaluated within reward learning para-
digms (3,23), there is reason to hypothesize that anhedonia
influences reward pathways involved in fear extinction. In
partial support, behavioral studies show an association be-
tween low positive affect (a central feature of anhedonia) and
less stable long-term fear extinction, as measured by stron-
ger reacquisition (24) and reinstatement (25) of conditioned
fear.
logical Psychiatry. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 417
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We previously found more direct support for the role of
anhedonia in neural responses during fear extinction (9).
Specifically, we used a dimensional model of symptoms of
anxiety and depression (trilevel model) within a regions-of-
interest analytic framework and found that the dimension of
anhedonia-apprehension, but not dimensions of general
distress or fears, was associated with increased activation of
several brain regions during extinction learning, including the
insular cortex, dACC, and amygdala (9). Notably, these regions
overlap with the salience network, where aberrations as a
function of anhedonia have been found in studies of reward
consumption, anticipation, and decision making (2,26).

Neural processes associated with anhedonia extend
beyond the salience network to regions of the limbic (e.g.,
ventral striatum and hippocampus) and cognitive control (e.g.,
orbitofrontal cortex and dorsolateral PFC) networks (26,27).
Regions of the default mode network (DMN) (e.g., medial PFC
and posterior cingulate cortex) are thought to play a central
role in the self-referential processes characteristic of depres-
sive disorders (28–30) and may relate to anhedonia symptoms
as well. Given the wide range of brain systems associated with
anhedonia, it is conceivable that the influence of anhedonia on
fear extinction extend beyond regions of the traditional fear
network. This study built on the prior study (9) by 1) analyzing
patterns of brain activity during fear extinction and recall to
predict individual differences in anhedonia and 2) addressing
the breadth of brain activity associated with anhedonia during
fear learning, and specifically fear extinction, beyond the fear
network.

One approach to neuroimaging data, multivoxel pattern
analysis (MVPA), is particularly well suited to research in novel
areas and may aid efforts to uncover associations between
anhedonia and fear extinction. MVPA uses machine learning to
decode patterns of brain activity that are consistently associ-
ated with a specific psychological construct. Unique strengths
of this approach include its 1) emphasis on distributed patterns
of brain activity rather than evaluating individual brain areas
separately, 2) ability to directly test these patterns by predict-
ing symptoms in an external validation sample, and 3) flexibility
to detect unexpected associations by combining the predictive
strengths of different features (which individually may not be
strong enough to reach significance). MVPA has been widely
used in clinical neuroscience (31,32), including studies identi-
fying patterns of brain activity associated with disruptions in
Pavlovian fear learning (33), indices of subjective fear and
physiological arousal (34), and anxious compared with non-
anxious subjects during Pavlovian fear learning (35).

This study aimed to uncover patterns of brain activity
associated with anhedonia by decoding anhedonia symptoms
using extinction (n = 254) and extinction recall (n = 249)
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data collected
across two study sites. These tasks were selected due to prior
evidence of neural associations with anhedonia within this
dataset (9) and known associations between anhedonia and
prediction error signaling, a process central to the extinction of
learned fear. We hypothesized that the decoders would train
successfully during both task phases and that the decoded
patterns of brain activity would generalize to an external vali-
dation sample (i.e., data that were not included in decoder
training). We further hypothesized that successful decoders
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would be specific to anhedonia-apprehension, over and above
other trilevel transdiagnostic symptom factors (i.e., general
distress or fears). Exploratory analyses repeated the decoding
approach by training and validating the decoder 1) between
study sites (i.e., training within data from one site and gener-
alizing to the other) and 2) within individual brain networks,
highlighting candidate brain circuits that may be central to
decoder results and warrant further research.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

As described previously (9), participants were recruited for the
Brain, Motivation and Personality Development (BrainMAPD)
study at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) and
Northwestern University (NU), which investigated depression
and anxiety in late adolescence and early adulthood. Partici-
pants were 272 individuals aged 18 to 19 years (182 female;
mean age = 19.16 years, SD = 0.52). Recruitment was based
on self-reported scores of trait neuroticism (36) and reward
sensitivity (37). Oversampling on these dimensions was used
to ensure that the sample included individuals at risk for the
onset of depression and anxiety (see the Supplement). Exclu-
sion criteria were lack of right-handed dominance, not fluent in
English, traumatic brain injury, MRI contraindications, preg-
nancy, color blindness, lifetime psychotic symptoms, bipolar I
disorder, clinically significant substance use disorder in the
past 6 months, and antipsychotic medication usage.

Of this group, 254 (UCLA: n = 116, NU: n = 138) were
included for fear extinction and 249 (UCLA: n = 116, NU: n =
133) were included for extinction recall (see the Supplement
for exclusion details). Of the 254 participants, 250 partici-
pants completed the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5,
of whom 79 participants (31.60%) met criteria for a current
anxiety disorder but no depressive disorder, 19 (7.60%) met
criteria for current anxiety and depressive disorders, and 3
(1.20%) met criteria for a depressive disorder but no anxiety
disorder. Overall, 20 participants (8.00%) reported current use
of at least one psychotropic medication (see the Supplement
for details). All participants provided written, informed con-
sent. Participant demographics and trilevel symptoms are
summarized in Table 1.

Trilevel Measures of General Distress, Fear, and
Anhedonia-Apprehension

Immediately before MRI scans, participants completed ques-
tionnaire measures of anxiety and depression to generate hi-
erarchical trilevel model factor scores for general distress, fear,
and anhedonia-apprehension (see the Supplement for details).

Fear Acquisition, Extinction, and Extinction Recall

The 2-day procedure for fear acquisition, extinction, and
extinction recall was based on the validated paradigm devel-
oped by Milad et al. (38,39). As described previously (9), this
slow event-related fMRI paradigm consisted of four phases:
habituation, acquisition, extinction (all conducted on day 1),
and extinction recall (conducted on day 2, 1–7 days later) (see
the Supplement for details). Images were offices or conference
rooms (context) with different colored lights (red/yellow/blue)
pril 2023; 8:417–425 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Table 1. Demographics and Symptom Dimensions

Characteristics UCLA (n = 116) Northwestern (n = 138) Statistic p Value

Gender, n (%) c2
2 = 0.84 .656

Female, cisgender 78 (67.24%) 92 (66.67%)

Male, cisgender 38 (32.76%) 45 (32.61%)

Male, transgender 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.72%)

Age, Years, Mean (SD) 19.09 (0.52) 19.25 (0.52) t253 = 2.46a .014

Ethnicity, n (%) c2
1 = 1.23 .268

Not Hispanic/Latino 82 (70.69%) 106 (76.81%)

Hispanic/Latino 34 (29.31%) 32 (23.19%)

Race, n (%) c2
5 = 20.67a .001

Asian 45 (38.79%) 27 (19.57%)

Black 5 (4.31%) 14 (10.14%)

Multiracial 3 (2.59%) 17 (12.32%)

Native American 1 (0.86%) 3 (2.17%)

White 61 (52.59%) 77 (55.80%)

Declined to report 1 (0.86%) 0 (0.0%)

Current Psychotropic Medication Use, n (%) 2 (1.72%) 18 (13.04%) c2
1 = 11.13a .001

Symptom Dimension Scores, Mean (SD)

General distress 20.032 (0.94) 0.128 (0.89) t253 = 1.39 .17

Fears 0.080 (0.93) 20.115 (0.79) t253 = 1.81 .07

Anhedonia-apprehension 0.112 (0.84) 20.094 (0.94) t253 = 1.82 .07

Demographic factors and symptom dimension scores of participants compared across scanning site. The racial identity of individuals across
sites was significantly different, with a higher proportion of Asian participants at UCLA and a higher proportion of Black and Multiracial
participants at Northwestern University.

UCLA, University of California Los Angeles.
aDenotes statistical significance (p , .05).
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as conditional stimuli (CS) (color order and context images
were counterbalanced across participants). During all task
phases, intertrial intervals varied from 12 to 18 s (mean = 15 s)
and included a jitter of 125 ms per trial to reduce slice timing
bias. The task was programed in E-Prime (version 2.0 SP1) and
presented to participants using a mirror and projector system.

fMRI Acquisition and Analysis

We used identical Siemens Prisma 3T MRI scanners at the
UCLA Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping Center and the NU
Center for Translational Imaging. High-resolution structural
(T1-weighted) images and blood oxygenation level–dependent
(T2*-weighted) functional images were acquired and pre-
processing procedures applied (see the Supplement for
details).

As has been done in prior fMRI studies of fear extinction and
extinction recall (35,40,41), analyses specifically focused on
the end of fear extinction (i.e., the final four trials for extin-
guished CS1 minus the final four trials for CS2) and the
beginning of extinction recall (i.e., the first four trials for extin-
guished CS1 minus the first four trials for CS2). Functional
images were masked using a standard Montreal Neurological
Institute template (42). MVPA was implemented in the scikit-
learn toolbox (43) using the ElasticNetCV function (see the
Supplement and Table S1 for parameters evaluated during the
training stage). Subjects were randomized into training and
testing datasets, yielding a training sample of 127 subjects
(UCLA: n = 58, NU: n = 69) and a testing sample of 127 sub-
jects (UCLA: n = 58, NU: n = 69) for the extinction task. A total
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and
of 5 subjects were not included in the extinction recall analysis,
yielding a training sample of 127 subjects (UCLA: n = 58, NU:
n = 69) and a testing sample of 122 subjects (UCLA: n = 58,
NU: n = 64). Within the testing sample, whole-brain decoders
yielded brain-predicted anhedonia-apprehension values for
each participant. The coefficient of determination (R2) and
correlation coefficient (r) were calculated between anhedonia-
apprehension and brain-predicted anhedonia-apprehension
values to determine successful prediction of scores in the
external validation sample. To determine the R2 cutoff score
corresponding with statistical significance (p , .05),
anhedonia-apprehension scores were permuted 10,000 times,
and R2 was computed for each permutation.

Motion Outliers

To account for confounds due to motion, analyses tested the
association between the percent of fMRI volumes censored
due to motion (see the Supplement) and anhedonia-
apprehension and brain-predicted anhedonia-apprehension
values in the training sample (covarying for fears, general
distress, and site). The percent of volumes censored due to
motion was also included as a covariate in specificity analyses
(see below).

Specificity Analysis: Associations Over and Above
General Distress, Fears, Site, and Motion

Within the external validation sample, the correlation coef-
ficient r was first computed separately between brain-
predicted anhedonia-apprehension and each of the trilevel
Neuroimaging April 2023; 8:417–425 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 419
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factors (anhedonia-apprehension, fears, and general
distress), covarying for site and motion. The correlation co-
efficient was then calculated between brain-predicted
anhedonia-apprehension and anhedonia-apprehension, co-
varying for fears, general distress, site, and motion.

Exploratory Analyses: Network-by-Network Effects

To explore localization of the decoder effects, we used the
brain atlas developed by Schaefer et al. to divide the brain into
100 parcels, grouped into seven functional brain networks
(cognitive control, dorsal attention, default mode, limbic,
salience, somatomotor, and visual) (44,45). We then reran the
decoding procedure seven times, masking within each
network. Among significant networks, we additionally reran the
decoding procedure masking within each individual region of
the network.

Exploratory Analyses: Testing Between-Site
Decoding of Anhedonia-Apprehension

To explore the robustness of decoder effects, we reran sig-
nificant decoders using a between-site external validation
approach (see the Supplement). Decoder training was
completed within the NU cohort (n = 138), and validation was
completed within the UCLA cohort (n = 116). R2 and r were
calculated between anhedonia-apprehension and brain-
predicted anhedonia-apprehension values to determine suc-
cessful prediction of data within the external validation sample.
We then reran the decoding procedure seven times, masking
within each network, as described above.

RESULTS

Whole-Brain Decoder Effects

Permutation testing yielded a significance cutoff of R2 =
0.0186 for external validation (corresponding with two-tailed p
, .05). Initial training of the whole-brain decoder during fear
extinction was successful, such that the decoder predicted
anhedonia-apprehension values (R2 = 0.168). The extinction
decoder significantly predicted anhedonia-apprehension
values in the external validation sample (R2 = 0.047; r =
0.276, p = .002) (Figure 1).

Initial training of the whole-brain decoder during
extinction recall was successful, such that the decoder
predicted anhedonia-apprehension values (R2 = 0.336).
However, the extinction recall decoder did not
420 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging A
significantly predict anhedonia-apprehension values in
the external validation sample (R2 , 0.001, r = 20.063,
p = .492). Therefore, the extinction recall decoder was
not evaluated in subsequent analyses.

Motion Outliers

Covarying for fears, general distress, and site, there was
a significant association between percentage of volumes
censored and anhedonia-apprehension (t249 = 22.059,
p = .041, r = 0.130), such that individuals with greater
anhedonia tended to exhibit less movement in the MRI
scanner. Covarying for fears, general distress, and site,
there was no association between percentage of volumes
censored and brain-predicted anhedonia-apprehension
values within the training sample (t122 = 21.277, p = .204,
r = 0.115) or the testing sample (t122 = 0.016, p = .987,
r = 0.002).

Specificity Analysis: Associations Over and Above
General Distress, Fears, Site, and Motion

Covarying for site and motion, brain-predicted anhe-
donia-apprehension was significantly associated with
anhedonia-apprehension (t123 = 3.192, p = .002, r =
0.274) but not fears (t123 = 0.660, p = .511, r = 0.060) or
general distress (t123 = 0.338, p = .736, r = 0.031). Co-
varying for fears, general distress, site, and motion,
brain-predicted anhedonia-apprehension was significantly
associated with anhedonia-apprehension (t121 = 3.209,
p = .002, r = 0.277).

Exploratory Analyses: Network-by-Network Effects

Exploratory analyses demonstrated that the following network-
masked decoders significantly predicted anhedonia-
apprehension within the external validation sample: cognitive
control (R2 = 0.020, r = 0.245, p = .006), default mode (R2 =
0.040, r = 0.263, p = .003), limbic (R2 = 0.029, r = 0.217, p =
.014), and visual (R2 = 0.022, r = 0.181, p = .042) (Figure 2,
Figure S1, and Table 2 for details). The salience decoder met
criteria for significance using r, but not R2, as the metric of
external validation (R2 = 0.004, r = 0.229, p = .010). Exploratory
analyses within these networks further demonstrated that
several region-specific decoders could significantly predict
anhedonia-apprehension (Table 3 for details).
Figure 1. Whole-brain decoder results. Weights
of the whole-brain decoder are presented for illus-
tration purposes only. They should not be inter-
preted as indicating involvement of a specific brain
region (as is the case in mass univariate analyses)
(1). Predicted anhedonia apprehension values were
significantly associated with anhedonia apprehen-
sion in the external validation sample.
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Figure 2. Network-by-network decoder results.
Decoder plots for individual network decoders that
were significantly associated with anhedonia-
apprehension in the external validation sample.
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Exploratory Analyses: Decoding of Anhedonia-
Apprehension With a Between-Sites Approach

Initial training of the whole-brain decoder during fear extinction
was successful (R2 = 0.420) (see the Supplement for details).
The between-sites decoder met criteria for significance using r,
but not R2, as the metric of external validation (R2 =20.024, r =
0.190, p = .040). Specificity analyses revealed that using the
between-sites approach, the dorsal attention (R2 = 20.025, r =
0.186, p = .045) and visual (R2 = 20.015, r = 0.236, p = .011)
network decoders met criteria for significance using r, but not
R2, as the metric of external validation (see the Supplement for
details).

DISCUSSION

This study used MVPA to characterize unique patterns of
functional brain activity during fear extinction and extinction
recall associated with anhedonia symptoms. We found
anhedonia-specific whole-brain patterns of functional activity
during fear extinction that generalized to an external validation
sample. These patterns were significantly associated with the
Table 2. Network-by-Network Decoder Results

Network Mask

Decoder Training

R2

Cognitive Control 0.045

Default Mode 0.088

Dorsal Attention 0.271

Limbic 0.183

Salience 0.020

Somatomotor Failed training

Visual 0.155

Exploratory network-by-network decoder results implicated in the whole
N/A, not applicable.
aDenotes statistical significance (R2 . 0.0186 or p , .05).

Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and
dimension of anhedonia-apprehension over and above other
symptom dimensions of general distress and fears.

Within individual networks and regions, the patterns of ac-
tivity appeared complex. Although plotting the decoder
weights can aid in the interpretation of which regions and
networks are implicated in the whole-brain decoder, these
results should be interpreted with caution. For example, high
beta weights could indicate voxels that cancel out noise rather
than increased activation. Similarly, if two voxels provide an
equivalent amount of information, the decoder may arbitrarily
select one voxel and omit the other [for additional information
on interpreting decoder results, see (46)]. Hence, exploration of
specific brain networks implicated in the anhedonia decoder is
highly tentative. With that caveat in mind, we identified activity
within the cognitive control, default mode, limbic, salience, and
visual networks that generalized across the training and
external validation samples.

The anhedonia-apprehension decoder appeared to involve
predominantly positive beta weights among regions of the
salience network. Regions of the salience network, such as the
insular cortex, dACC, and amygdala, overlap with the fear
Testing in External Validation Sample

R2 r p

0.020a 0.245a .006

0.040a 0.263a .003

0.008 0.140 .116

0.029a 0.217a .014

0.004 0.229a .010

N/A N/A N/A

0.022a 0.181a .042

-brain decoder.
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Table 3. Region-by-Region Decoder Results

Regional Masks Schaefer Atlas ROI Index

Testing in External Validation Sample

R2 r p

Cognitive Control Network

L dorsolateral PFC, lateral 35 0.016 0.267a .002

R dorsolateral PFC, anterior 83 0.016 0.215a .015

R dorsolateral PFC, lateral 84 0.017 0.249a .005

R dorsolateral PFC, dorsal 85 0.026a 0.227a .010

R frontal eye field 86 0.034a 0.250a .005

R medial posterior PFC/frontal eye field 88 0.018 0.222a .012

Default Mode Network

L medial temporal gyrus 38 0.013 0.177a .046

L medial temporal gyrus 39 0.057a 0.299a .001

L angular gyrus 41 0.028a 0.210a .018

L pars orbitalis 42 0.014 0.290a .001

L pars orbitalis 43 0.044a 0.259a .003

L dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 44 0.028a 0.215a .015

L anterior PFC 45 0.028a 0.293a .001

L dorsolateral PFC, dorsal 46 0.025a 0.200a .024

L premotor/supplementary motor area 47 0.023a 0.224a .011

L frontal eye field 48 0.039a 0.295a .001

L ventral posterior cingulate cortex 49 -0.007 0.225a .011

L ventral posterior cingulate cortex 50 0.021a 0.229a .010

R superior temporal gyrus 93 0.011 0.237a .007

R pars orbitalis 94 0.026a 0.285a .001

R Broca’s triangle 95 0.036a 0.274a .002

R anterior PFC 96 0.032a 0.222a .012

R dorsolateral PFC, dorsal 97 0.020a 0.178a .045

R frontal eye field 98 0.047a 0.295a .001

R ventral posterior cingulate cortex 100 0.001 0.194a .029

Limbic Network

L orbitofrontal cortex 31 0.014 0.217a .014

L temporal pole 32 0.037a 0.256a .004

R orbitofrontal cortex 79 0.010 0.211a .018

Salience Network

L insula/frontal operculum 25 -0.001 0.288a .001

L insula/frontal operculum 26 0.001 0.225a .011

L anterior lateral PFC 27 0.031a 0.269a .002

L dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 28 0.024a 0.221a .013

L premotor/supplementary motor area 30 0.007 0.191a .032

R insula/frontal operculum 76 0.009 0.255a .004

Visual Network

L visual association area 2 0.018 0.175a .049

L visual association area 3 0.021a 0.272a .002

L visual association area 7 0.013 0.214a .016

L visual association area 8 0.032a 0.209a .018

R fusiform gyrus 51 0.022a 0.227a .010

R fusiform gyrus 52 0.023a 0.194a .029

R primary visual cortex 55 0.016 0.194a .029

R visual association area 57 0.028a 0.197a .026

Significant exploratory ROI-by-ROI decoder results within networks implicated in the whole-brain decoder.
L, left hemisphere, PFC, prefrontal cortex; R, right hemisphere; ROI, region of interest.
aDenotes statistical significance (R2 . 0.0186 or p , .05).
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network (9,13). One interpretation of heightened activation in
the salience network is persistent attentional salience of
extinguished stimuli, perhaps representing strength of CS-US
associations (i.e., weakened extinction). Additional research
is needed to explore this possibility particularly considering
the limited interpretability of directional findings in MVPA
analyses. Likewise, it has been suggested that the salience
network integrates information from both the default mode
and cognitive control networks in directing external and in-
ternal attention (47–49) and that this process is altered in
major depression (50,51). Additional research may explore the
extent to which persistent activation among regions of the
cognitive control network or DMN, in coordination with the
salience network, relates to deficits in extinction associated
with anhedonia.

Another potential pattern was for the anhedonia-
apprehension decoder to involve predominantly heightened
activity within the cognitive control network. Prior studies of
major depression have highlighted aberrant activity in this
network, particularly the dorsolateral PFC, in studies of
attentional bias and emotion regulation (52–54). Heightened
dorsolateral PFC activation has been implicated as compen-
sation for diminished reward processing as a function of
depression (26) and transdiagnostically (55) and thus offers
another pathway for the relationship between anhedonia and
extinction.

Furthermore, the anhedonia-apprehension decoder
appeared to involve predominantly positive beta weights
among regions of the DMN. Hyperactivation and hyper-
connectivity of the DMN have been implicated in studies of
depression, particularly during unconstrained rest or during
tasks involving internally directed attention, such as autobio-
graphical memory and rumination (28–30,51). These results
support the potential applicability of the DMN within studies
of anhedonia or extinction learning, although additional
research is needed to elucidate these associations more
precisely.

These findings highlight the role of anhedonia in relation to
fear learning constructs that have been traditionally consid-
ered primarily within the context of anxiety disorders.
Although anhedonia has been considered mostly within the
context of depression, it is transdiagnostic and associated
with several anxiety disorders, including social anxiety (56),
obsessive-compulsive disorder (57), and posttraumatic stress
(58). Greater recognition of the role of anhedonia in anxiety
disorders and fear learning processes is consistent with
dimensional models of psychopathology that cut across
conventional diagnostic categories (59–66) and have direct
implications for optimal care (67,68). Pending replication of
these findings, the role of anhedonia in fear learning could be
leveraged in the development of personalized, process-
targeted treatments. For example, studies of fear extinction
have provided a foundation for contemporary models of
exposure therapy (69–71), which emphasize prediction error
(and other features, such as contextual modulation) for opti-
mizing exposure therapy effectiveness (18,72–74). Given the
potential interference with prediction error posed by anhe-
donia, novel exposure protocols may incorporate in-
terventions to increase positive affect already shown to
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and
augment extinction (75,76) for anxious individuals with anhe-
donic symptoms.

In addition, neuromodulation targeting the control, default
mode, or salience networks may augment exposure therapy
for individuals with anhedonia. For example, preliminary
studies of transcranial magnetic stimulation have targeted the
dorsolateral PFC to augment the effects of exposure therapy
for posttraumatic stress disorder (77–79). Combining brain
stimulation and exposure therapy may prove particularly useful
for patients with anxiety who present with elevated anhedonia
or a comorbid depressive disorder.

Decoder cross-validation was associated with relatively
small coefficient of determination (R2) values in this study.
Despite the potential advantages of R2 in prediction studies
(80), the application of R2 in MVPA studies may also be limited
due to scaling issues. For example, this study collected data at
two different fMRI scanners, which could affect the R2 metric.
For this reason, we have also reported correlation coefficients
(r), which are relatively independent of the scale used and
tended to indicate stronger associations between anhedonia
and brain activation.

This study involves several strengths, namely the 1)
comparatively large sample size of both the training and
external validation datasets, 2) emphasis on dimensional
psychopathology, 3) test of effects in an external validation
sample, and 4) exploration of effects using a between-sites
approach. The narrow age range of participants could also
be considered a strength of this study because the reported
effects are unlikely to be explained by variations in the age of
participants. However, the narrow age range may also reduce
generalizability of these results to other developmental stages.
Additional limitations include the 1) small number of experi-
mental trials analyzed in the extinction and extinction recall
tasks; 2) exploratory nature of network- and region-specific
analyses, including some cases in which r but not R2 met
criteria for statistical significance; 3) comparatively small size
of decoder prediction values; and 4) tentative interpretability of
directional results. Future research is needed to replicate the
findings of this study, to explore avenues for strengthening
decoder predictions, and to evaluate the directionality of
network- and region-specific results.

In sum, this study suggests that patterns of brain activity
during extinction learning are predictive of anhedonia symp-
toms. Extinction is a fear learning process traditionally
considered in relation to anxiety symptoms but rarely in rela-
tion to transdiagnostic symptom dimensions, such as anhe-
donia. The patterns of brain activity identified in this study may
be characteristic of anhedonia-specific deficits during fear
learning and warrant additional research.
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